The KETCHUP is KAUGHT UP
The next monthly meeting for Capt. James J. McKinstry Chapter IPMS/USA
Friday, July 21, 2017 –Arlington Hts. Memorial Library
CONFERENCE ROOM I ~ Meeting starts at 7:30 PM
Meeting theme for JULY – Unusual aircraft, vehicles, ships
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By my count there are approximately 164
reviews / articles from 2001
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McKinstry meeting dates, September
2017 through August 2018.
With but two exceptions, meetings will
continue to take place in conference
room “I”. The other 2 meetings are
scheduled for the Hendricksen room. I’ve
left themes off to give the club a chance
to pick subjects
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July 26-29 * La Vista, NE
IPMS/USA national Convention “Going
Downtown” More info: Scott Hackney at
scott.hackney@cox.net
Web: http://www.ipmsusa.org/
August 26 * Liberty, MO
1017 Modelfest hosted by IPMS West Central
Missouri. Held at the Liberty Christian Fellowship,
1815 W. Liberty Drive. Special theme “The
Roaring 60’s”. More info: contact Justin Carlson
redgriffins38@yahoo.com
Sept 9 * St Louis, MO
Gateway contest and Swap hosted by IPMS
Gateway-St Louis. Held at Holiday Inn, Route 66.
More info: contact Doug Barton ph# 314 610 2429
or Chris Merseal ph# 314 832 4840
October 13-15 * Schaumburg , IL
43rd Annual MMSI at the Chicago Marriott
Schaumburg, 50 N. Martingage Road. More info
contact: Jim DeRogatis jimdero@jimdero.com
October 14 * Wausau, WI
Glue crew 2017. More info: Joseph drew at
jdrew09@charter.net

October 14, 2017 * Johnstown, WI
Grand Slam NNL #2 and Toy & Model Swap Meet,
Johnstown Community Center, Johnstown, WI.
Info: #414-257-3325 or kayseea@msn.com
October 14, 2017 * Traverse City, MI
Great Lakes Scale Modelers NNL show
October 28 * Fort Snelling, MN
Nordicon 2017. More info: Mark Jacques at
mwjacques1@yahoo.com
October 28 * Milwaukee, WI
17th Annual Jim Turek Classic Model Show. At
lake Lodge Masonic Hall, 1235 E Howard Ave.
Registration from 9 to noon.
November 5 * Milwaukee, WI
Scale Auto, Hobby & Toy Swap Meet, Serb Hall,
5101 W Oklahoma Ave. More info: Jim Welytok at
262-246-7171. Email: unievents@aol.com. Web go:
www.uniqueeventsshows.com
November 11 * Oshkosh, WI
WAMC17 Winnebago Area Model Classic 2017
Model Show, Contest and Swap Meet. Hilton
Garden Inn, Oshkosh. More info at
www.wamclassic.wix.com/wamc Email:
WAMClassic@gmail.com

APRIL THEME:

ACES WW II

Charlie Scardon

Front to back they are the USS Tuscaloosa
USS Astoria and the USS Vincennes.
All are Trumpeter kits so there is nothing to
bugle about as far as quality.
Tuscaloosa was at Torch The other ships were
sunk at Savo Island with their sister ship
Quincey.

Paul Gasiorowski

This P-51K went together fairly well. Gaps in the

wing to fuselage were minimal. The model was
primed with Tamiya Gray, followed by several
coats of Model Master Acryl Gloss black. The
black stripes were then taped off and the model
given several light coats of Model master
Aluminum Plate Buffering paint. The plane was
then given several coats of Future before
applying the decals. After letting the decals sit
for a day or a coat of Model Master Clear Flat
was applied.

1/48th Scale P-51K, Hasegawa 348FG / 460th FS
Cdr. Major Wiliam Dunham assigned P-51K “Mrs.
Bonnie.” Dunham’s last P-51, in which he claimed
his 16th and final aerial victory.

Frank Ress

1/72nd Scale P-51B, Monogram Iowa
Beaut. The plane had several pilots over the
course of its life. It started out as “Man-O-War’
and the eventual ace in this plane was Lt.Col.
Claiborne, 8 kills. The next assigned pilot was
Lt. Robert Hulderman who named it “Iowa
Beaut”. He flew 58 missions and no record of
any kills. Next up were a Maj. Lee Mendenhall

and Maj. Fred R. Haviland Jr. who had six air
victories. The plane was last flown by a Capt.
Kenneth Rafferty on Sept. 11, 1944 who was
killed in action over a small German town.



Frank Ress

. Lt. Col. Robert T. Smith had 8.9

1/72nd Scale P-40B,

Hasegawa

Norris Graser

victories in this aircraft. He flew with the AVG
“Hells Angels”, with the 1st Air Commando
Group in the CBI Theater. He went to be a film
consultant on the movie, “The Sky’s the Limit”
starring Fred Astaire. He worked for TWA, joined
Lockheed as a tech writer and a sales rep for F104’s.He ended his career working for Flying
Tiger Lines as a VP. He also wrote several
articles for Air Classic magazine.

Li’l Meaties Meat Chopper assigned to
Lt Oscar Perdomo, 464th FS / 507th FG. He
achieved 5 Aerial victories to become the last
ace ( and last ace in a day for that matter...)
Not the easiest 1/48th scale P-47N to build, but
is the most accurate. Three main problems are:
bottom frame of the windsceen is molded to the
fuselage making flawless fit with transperency a
1/48th Scale P-47N,

Pro Modeler / Revell

bit annoying; Wing to wing root leaves a gap
fixed by pulling the wings UP to make perfect

mating surface at wing root.. and also improving
the dihedral at the same time; Flap undersides
have poor fit creating a long and wide area to fill
and sand each.

On the plus side, the Kit DOES provide a good
replica of the 13’ CE prop used by the P-47M
and N which is NOT avialable in any other
kit!!(It’s all in the cuffs); as mentioned, accurate
in shape and detail; very nice engine.
Norris Graser

SuperScale decals Model Master Insignia
yellow and SNJ metallics were used to complete
this P-47N

 The Monogram model leaves you with a
good representation of the P-47D-25-RE
bubbletop. Cons: raise panel line, wingtip lights
are solid plastic (not trans-parent); pylons and
guns follow dihedral of the wing (Guns should be
parallel to the surface and pylons perpendicular)
the cockpit is a bit dated.
Main colors: Model Master Insignia Yellow,
Testors red 1103 and Spray n Plate metallic



1/48th Scale P-47D,

Monogram

MissFire / Rosie Geth Lt Fred Christensen,
62nd FS / 56th FG. 21.5 aerial victories- 7th
highest scoring P-47 ace in the 8th Air Force.

Decals are AeroMaster (the decal did not
include the right side aerial victories) and
SuperScale full invasion stripes. The inspiration
for this build was to test the decal invasion
stripes, which worked well. However, I think it is
actually easier to paint them.

Mike Hanlon

1/48th scale P-51B,
Tamiya
Capt. Howard “Deacon” Hively 334th FS / 4th
FG

Hively had 12 aerial victories and 2.5 ground
kills. Built OOB with Gunze paint and
Aeromaster decals, “Debden Ponies”

Mike Hanlon

Alfred Hammer who achieved a total of 26
victories in WW II. His first kill was a Spitfire
downed over the island of Malta and his last kill
was an Auster was an observation plane. He
was CO of Gruppe JG 53. He survived the war.
The kit was completed using Gunze Paints and
EagleStrike decals

1/48 scale Me-109G-6,

Hasegawa

Mike Hanlon

1/48th Scale P-47D,
Tamiya
Fiery Ginger IV, assigned to Col. Neel
Kearby, 348th FG Cdr.Medal of Honor. 22
aerial victories, the last of which was achieved
minutes before Kearby was shot down.
Thundercal Decals 48-002 over Tamiya acrylic
Paints.

Mike Hanlon

2nd FS /52nd FG “Marie” assigned to Major
Fred Ohr who had 6 air victories and 17 aircraft
destroyed on the ground. He was born in 1919
of Korean immigrants and grew up on a farm in
Boise, Idaho.
Alclad Metal paint, Tamiya Acrylics and
Aeromaster decals (continued next page)
1/48th Scale P-51D,

Meng

Mike Hanlon
2nd FS /52nd FG “Marie” assigned to Major Fred
Ohr who had 6 air victories and 17 aircraft
destroyed on the ground. He was born in 1919
of Korean immigrants and grew up on a farm in
Boise, Idaho.

Mustang Mk.IVA, KH755/CV-W, “Anita” of
No.3 (RAAF) Squadron, Cervia, Italy, AprilMay 1945
Painted in Firewall camouflage scheme. Gunze
and Tamiya paints. UndersideTamiya XF-83
Medium Sea Gray Upper camouflage Tamiya
XF-24 Dark Gray Gunze Sangyo H-51 Olive
Drab {1}Flory water soluble dark wash

Mike Hanlon

Ultracast Aeroproducts propeller, Decals by
Xtradecals.

1/48th Scale P-51D (Mk IVA),

Tamiya



Dan Paulien

1/48th Scale P-51D

Monogram

“Miss Marilyn II assigned to Lt. Robert Welch,
343rd FS / 55th FG. October – November 1944.
Welch achieved 6 aerial victories and destroyed
12 on the ground.



Dan Paulien
The last assigned P-47D razorback of Robert
S. Johnson, 62nd FS / 56th FG. Aircraft named
for his crew chief, J.C. Penrod and Johnson’s
middle name (Samuel.) Robert Johnson
achieved his 26th and 27th final Aerial victories to
be the 1st 8th A.F. pilot to break Rickenbacker’s
WW I aerial victory tally of 26 kills



1/48th scale P-47D razorback, Otaki

Steve Kumamoto
1/72nd Scale Mig 17,

Hasegwa

1/72nd Scale F-4J,

Monogram

For our “Aces” night theme, I showed the 1/72
kits of the Hasegawa Mig-17 of NVAF’s “Col.
Tomb” and the Monogram F4J of CDR “Randy”
Cunningham. We are not quite yet sure who
“Col. Tomb” really was, but he definitely was an
ace with over nine kills.

The Mig-17 box art showing “Col. Tomb’s” A/C
says his real name was Nguyen Van Bay. These
two pilots collided when Cunningham’s
detachment was flying cover for an attack
squadron over North Vietnam, when they were
intercepted by a squadron of Mig-17s. In the
ensuing engagement, Cunningham and the Mig

dogfight that lasted minutes instead of the usual
seconds. Both pilots were extraordinarily good,
but after a series of vertical scissors, the Mig
made a mistake that allowed the F-4 to launch a
missile that sent the NVAF jet down. No
parachute was seen. This Mig was
Cunningham’s fifth victory and thus made him
the only Navy jet ace of the Vietnam War.

The Mig kit was a limited run, a rerun of an older
Mig-17 kit with a large nose radome. However,
this kit replaced the radome with a pot-metal
plain nose intake that typified NVAF Mig-17Fs.
Fit of all parts was good, with only little putty
needed around the plastic/pot metal nose area.
The instruction sheet was revised to show how
to build on a North Vietnam Mig-17 and had a

painting diagram for a camouflaged NVAF ship.
Decals were also provided for this aircraft, and
they were better than the usual “stiff” Japanese
decals (1980-1990) of that time.

Instrument panels, and Walter’s decal stripes for
the yellow sealer areas around the canopies.

The F4J kit is really a C/J kit. Once again, a
good solid, easy build except for the intakes,
which required a delicate use of putty and
custom-made sanding sticks to get them to look
nice, but this complaint is applicable to intakes
on most F-4 kits. Since this kit is really a C/J,
leave off the control stick in the rear cockpit as
the Navy jets didn’t have it.

Both kits are over 20 years old; therefore, both
had raised panel lines which had to be removed.
Since these are 1/72 scale, I believe you won’t
see much panel detail anyway, so it is no big
loss. In conclusion, if you can find these kits, get
them as they are fun to build and look like the
real thing.

I used Microscale decals for Cunningham’s A/C,
IPMS Spruce Goose F4J decals for the

Ed Mate was not able to make the April meeting so instead sent images of the following 14 Allied / Axis
aces models he has built. All models are 1/48th Scale.

ALLIED

ACES - Ed Mate models

1/48 Grumman F6F-5 Hellcat, Hasegawa
CAG 15, VF-15 USS Essex, Philippine
Sea October 1944Commander David
McCampbell 34 Confirmed Victories

 Kit has been enhanced using a Cutting Edge
resin cowl, True Details wheels, Eduard photo
etched details, Squadron vacuform canopy, and
wiring the engine. Model is painted with Floquil
colors and weathered using artist oil paints and
pastel chalk. Markings are both painted and from
Superscale decals. Commander McCampbell
was the U.S. Navy’s highest scoring ace of WWII,
was awarded the Medal of Honor for his actions
in the Battle of the Philippine Sea on June 19,
1944, and twice scored 5 victories in a day.

1/48 Lockheed P-38J-15 Lightning, Hasegawa, 

Captain Dick Bong - 40 confirmed victories



5th Fighter Command Nadzab, New
Guinea March 1944

Kit has been built basically out of the
box. Exhaust pipes have been drilled out and
wheels flattened with an iron. Seat belts from
Eduard and antenna is stainless steel
wire. Model is painted with Floquil colors,
Metalizer, and SNJ powder. Markings are from
the
kit,
Superscale,
Aeromaster,
and
Scalemaster decals. Model is weathered using
artist oil paint and pastel chalk. Major Bong was
the highest scoring U.S. ace of WWII and was
awarded the Medal of Honor for his combat
operations from October 10th to November 15th
1944.
Lt. Cdr. John S. Thatch - 6 confirmed
victories
 Kit has been enhanced using an Edward
Zoom photo etch set. Model is painted with
Floquil colors. Markings are from Superscale and
Aeromaster decals. Model is weathered with
artist oil paints and pastel chalks. At the battle of
Midway, Lt. Cdr. Thatch first put his beam
defense maneuver to use.

1/48 Grumman F4F-4 Wildcat, Tamiya



Kit interior has been improved with a

1/48 Seversky P-35A, Hobbycraft
17th Pursuit
VF-3 USS Yorktown, near Midway
Island June 4, 1942 17th Pursuit
Squadron Nichols Field, Philippines August
1941

resin seat, stretched sprue stringers, and
Eduard rudder pedals. Exterior improved with
resin wheels, Squadron canopy, gun covers
turned on a lathe, and guns made from stainless
steel tubing. Model is painted with Alclad II &
Model Master Acrylic colors. Markings are from
Aeromaster decals. Lieutenant Wagner was the
Commanding Officer of the 17th PS and is
credited with becoming the first American ace in
the Pacific.



with Floquil colors, Metalizer, and SNJ
powder. Markings are from Superscale and
Aeromaster decals. Model is weathered using
artist oil paint and pastel chalk. On Christmas
day, 1944, Major Preddy, Commanding Officer of
the 328th FS, was shot down and killed by
“friendly” ground fire.



1/48 North American P-51D-15-NA Mustang,
Tamiya
352nd FG, 328th FS Y-29 Asche,
Belgium December 1944
Major George Preddy – 26.83 confirmed
victories


Kit has been built basically out of the
box. Exhaust pipes have been drilled out and
wheels flattened with an iron. Model is painted



Kit enhanced with a True Details cockpit and
Squadron canopy. Kit wheels were flattened with
an iron. Landing gear doors were thinned and
replaced with plasic card. Model is painted with
Humbrol, and Floquil colors. Markings are from
Superscale. Captain Kozhedub was awarded the
Hero of the Soviet Union medal three times and
was the Soviet Union’s highest scoring ace of
WWII.

1/48 Lavochkin La-7,

Hobbycraft


176 Gv. IAP/302 IAD Byelorussian Front,
Germany Spring 1945
Captain Ivan Nikolaevich Kozhedub – 62
Total Victories



Kit enhanced with a True Details cockpit and
Squadron canopy. Top air scoop lengthened to
match the cowl and air scoops in wings
filled. Landing gear doors were thinned and
replaced with plastic card and kit wheels were
flattened with an iron. Model is painted with
Humbrol, and Floquil colors. Markings are from
Superscale. Lt. Popkov was awarded the Hero of
the Soviet Union medal twice.

1/48 Lavochkin La-5FN,

Hobbycraft

5 Gv. IAP/11 Gv. IAD 1st Ukranian Front,
Russia September 1943
Senior Lt. Vladimir Popkov – 42 Total
Victories




Kit has been built basically out of the box. Wheels
have been flattened with an iron. Model is
painted with Floquil colors. Markings are from
Aeromaster decals. Model is weathered using
artist oil paint and pastel chalk. On January 28,
1942 Wing Commander Tuck was shot down and
captured while flying this airplane on a mission
over France.

1/48 Supermarine Spitfire Mk. Vb, Tamiya
OC Biggin Hill Wing Biggin Hill,
England January 1942
Wing Commander Robert Stanford Tuck – 27
confirmed victories



AXIS

ACES - Ed Mate models

Model is built basically out of the box, but
gun pods are taken from a Bf. 109G-6 kit. Eduard
seat belts have been added in the cockpit. Pitot
probe and underwing guns are stainless steel
tubing. Model is painted with Floquil colors and
weathered with artist oils and pastel
chalk. Markings are from Aeromaster and the kit
decals.

1/48 Messerschmitt Bf. 109G-2/R-6,
Hasegawa
6/JG. 52 Amavir, Russia August 1942
Lieutenant Walter Krupinski – 197 Total
Victories



Model has been enhanced with an Aires
cockpit and Eduard photoetch details. The
dropped flaps are part of the Eduard detail
set. The canopy is a Squadron vacuform. Wing
guns and pitot probe are stainless steel
tube. Model has been painted with Floquil colors
and weathered with artist oils. Markings are
mostly hand painted with a few decals from the
kit and Aeromaster. 

1/48 Kawasaki Ki-100-I Otsu Goshikisen
(Tony), Hasegawa


Akeno Fighter School Honshū, Japan July
1945
Major Yohei Hinoki – 12 Victories

 Model has been enhanced with Eduard
photoetch details, Fine Molds & Karaya guns
and a pitot probe made of stainless steel
tube. Ignition wires added to the kit
engine. Model has been painted with Humbrol
and ModelMaster colors and weathered with
artist oils. Markings are mostly hand painted
with a few decals from Aeromaster

1/48 Mitsubishi Type 00 A6M5 Model 52
(Zero), Hasegawa


203 Kōkūtai, 303 Hikōtai Tsuiki Air
Base Kyūshū, Japan June, 1945
WO Takeo Tanimizu – 32 Victories
(This model placed 3rd last Omaha IPMS/NATS –ed)






Model is built out of the box. Model is painted
with Floquil colors and weathered with artist
oils.
Markings are from Aeromaster and
Superscale decals.

1/48 Messerschmitt Bf. 109E-4, Hasegawa
Gruppenkommandeur I/JG. 2 Beaumont-leRoger, France October 1940
Hauptmann Helmut Wick – 56 Total Victories





Model is built basically out of the box. Seat
belts have been added in the cockpit. Pitot probe
and underwing guns are stainless steel
tubing. Model is painted with Floquil colors and
weathered with artist oils and pastel
chalk. Markings are from Eaglecals.

1/48 Messerschmitt Bf. 109G-6y, Hasegawa
9/JG. 3 Bad Wörishofen,
Germany September 1943
Oberfeldwebel Alfred Surau – 46 Total
Victories





Model has been enhanced using parts from
Monogram Bf.110G-2. Cockpit and wheels are
from True Details. Guns and pitot probe are
stainless steel tubing. Model is painted with
Floquil colors and weathered with artist
oils. Markings are from IPMS -- 1982 National
Convention Special and Aeromaster decals.

1/48 Messerschmitt Bf. 110C-1, Fujimi


Staffelkapitan 2./ZG. 76 Jever,
Germany December 1939
Hauptmann WolfgangFalck & Feldwebel
Alfred Walz – 8 Total Victories

Jon Koziol

The May meeting was more like a scheduled
non meeting with only 6 members showing up.
A few cellphone pictures were taken but no
notes. Mike Hanlon, Jon Koziol, and Steve
Kumamoto brought models. As Mike brought his
back in June, they will be covered in that
section.
Steve Kumamoto

1/24th Scale Bf-109E,

Airfix

Cast landing gear out of nickel chrome alloy.
.Added 5mm plastic to engine cover to make it
fit.

1/72nd Scale CANT Z.501: GABBIANO,

Italari

I built this OOB about 35 years ago. Fit was
good-only a little filler was needed. As I had only
Pactra paints, I had to mix the gray color used.
For that time, the decals were excellent. The
model has a 12” wingspan and a length of 8”.
The Z.501 was a four/five crew, Single 900 h.p.
engine flying boat carrying two or three 7.7 mm
machine gun and 1,400 pound of bombs. Top
speed was 171 mph and range was 1,400 miles

Decals came out good used solution to melt into
plastic, then brailed over Decal
.

THEME for this meeting is RADIAL ENGINES
Carl added cockpit detail, OOB. Paint used were
Testors Chrome Yellow, Floquil AAC Blue. The
markings were for Randolph Field Circa 1941
Carl Geiger

1/72 Fairchild PT-19a, MPM

Mike Hanlon
The plane was used by the Dutch East Indies Air
Force, but upon capture by the Japanese were
remarked and painted in Japanese colors.
Gunze paint OD and Green 43 were used over
Alclad aluminum. Brewster Model 339D Buffalo
over Japan decals by LF.

1/48 Scale Brewster Buffalo, Tamiya



Mike Hanlon

Marking were for the Hungarian Air Force.
German RLM colors were used RLM 74
Graugrun, RLM 83 Licthgrun and RLM 76
Lichtblau by Gunze. Aeromaster Decals.


1/48 Scale FW190 F-8, Tamiya,
OOB, Eagle Scale Decals. Gunze paints used
were, RLM 82 DunkelGrun, RLM 83 Lichtgrun
and RLM 76 Lichtblau

Mike Hanlon

1/48 Scale FW-190 D-9, Tamiya,



Frank Ress
Frank built this in 1981. OOB except for a Brass
rod prop shaft so it would spin. He used Floquil
Paints, kit decal, had only 2 arrows instead of
four, so I was painted on the wing or maybe
both? The canopy was vacuumed formed

1/72nd Scale F4U-1 Corsair, Hasegawa



Glenn Estry

1/24th Scale 32lb carronade USS
Philadelphia, Marine Models,

The gun deck platform was scratch built except
for the gun. The original kit had 2 pieces of thin
would and pencil lines would be drawn to
indicate the planking. That’s why Glen scratch
built the gun deck. Some of the smaller parts
were wooden and he recast them in resin. Kit
was 70 years old, before Glen could walk.

Steve Kumamoto

1/72nd Scale Dornier Do 217, Italeri

I made this kit OOB and used Model Master
Paints. The canopy framing was represented by
using black decal stripes sprayed over (except
for the ends so I knew the width) with the body
colors, and then cut the strips out with a razor,
and applied them to the canopy. Unless you are
building for a contest, the kit interior is adequate
as the canopy and its framing will obscure much
of the interior. Opened up the oil cooler intakes
and gun ports and added vertical shims for the
oil cooler and small pieces of metal rod for the
guns

Built OOB, used Testors and Model master
Paints and kit decals

The real 217 was another example of an aircraft
built in too few numbers and poor thinking. It
was too small for a heavy bomber and too big to
act as a dive bomber (as it was meant to do!) or
a night interceptor. Sadly, the Dornier Company
had no outstanding aircraft design until near the
end of the war, when the Do 335 was made.
<><><><><><>

<><><><><><>
Paul Gasiorowski

1/72nd Scale F4U-1 Corsair, Testors



Built OOB very quickly. Pretty good fit, except
for some gaps at the wing roots. Used a couple
of layers of Elmer’s Glue to fill in and lightly
sand. Opened up the oil cooler intakes and gun
ports and added vertical shims for the oil cooler
and small pieces of metal rod for the guns. Used
Tamiya grey primer followed by a couple of

coats Model Master Acryl Dark Sea Blue. Paul
left a very gloss surface on which to apply the
decals, some of which shattered as they were
applied. Moved them into position, let dry and
then shot it with a couple of coats of Future.
There was no cockpit detail, which would have
hard to see with the bird cage canopy.

1/48 Meng P-51D Mustang

By Mike Hanlon
Since released in 1995, the Tamiya P-51D Mustang has been benchmark for 1/48 Mustangs kits. A
simple and rewarding kit, it is not without its flaws and before talking about Meng’s effort I would like to
revisit the Tamiya kit.
Tamiya’s Mustang has been released in five different boxes and has had one update to correct a flaw in
the kit. In the original release, Tamiya molded the sprue gates directly to the clear parts, the result being
that clear could not be removed from the sprue without being marred. The subsequent revision moved the
gate to the edge of the windscreen and the canopy but care must still be taken when removing the part
that can be easily damaged. The main canopy is molded separately form the canopy frame and leaves a
nasty seam if care is not taken in assembly.
The kit has some minor deficiencies; the interior is basic and not up to current day standards. The
propeller consists of four separate blades and a two-piece spinner that does not go together easily and is
best replaced with a resin propeller from Ultracast. The wheel wells are inaccurate as the main wing spar
forms the rear of the well on the actual aircraft. The kit well has a rear wall that follows the curve of the
well. The remaining issue is that seam on the underside of the fuselage is difficult to clean up as it runs
through the supercharger exhaust and some raised detail. The wings are scribed and have reinforcing
rivets over the wheel wells. Mustang purists may want to sand and fill the scribed panels
None of these problems is insurmountable and the kit remains a pleasure to build. Since released I have
built five.
Meng’s kit is billed as being “Fast Cement-Free Assembly”. It contains well over a hundred parts as
compared to the fifty plus parts in the Tamiya kit. I had read Brett Green’s review on Hyperscale as well
as his build in Military Illustrated Modeler. Several of his concerns in building his model carried over to
my build and may have added unneeded complication to my build.

First things first, you cannot build the model without glue, some parts would simply fall off and others
would have unnecessarily large gaps. Green indicates in his build that the tail wheel must be added
before the fuselage is assembled, subsequent reviews from other magazines do not mention this. He
also states that if you modify the landing gear struts they can be installed after the wing has been
assembled. On my model I followed Green’s example and found the exposed tail wheel could be easily
damaged. I also assembled the wing with the landing gear installed and this complicated my build.
Subsequent reviews I have read do not mention adding the landing gear before assembling or there
being any problem with adding them afterwards. Inserts are provided for the machine guns in the leading
edge of the wings. They do not fit well and require filling.

I started my build with the interior and it is a marked improvement over the Tamiya kit’s interior. The only
issue is the instrument panel decal that is rather crude. The instrument panel itself has only the outlines
of the dials but no additional detail. One saving grace is that the panel is so deeply inset that it cannot
easily be seen. This is also true of the Tamiya kit.
Assembling the fuselage is quick with huge connectors but some force (I used pliers twice) is necessary
to get the parts closed and in some areas the gaps required an application of Mister Surfacer. The
vertical stabilizer must be glued together and clamped or it also has a considerable gap. The curved
upper fuselage piece requires that the antenna be added before it attached to the rest of the fuselage. I
stole an antenna from a junked Tamiya P-51 that I added after painting.
The flaps and ailerons are designed to be trapped between the upper and lower wings. I cut off the
forward part of the connectors so that I could install them after painting. I did this because I was painting
stripes on the wings which passed through both the flaps and the ailerons and I thought this was make
painting them easier. It did, but attaching them afterward was not as simple as I had hoped, the
remaining pins were fragile and easily broken. I also question the angle of the dropped flaps as it is much
steeper that the Tamiya kit. As mentioned earlier the machine gun inserts are an extremely poor fit and

require careful filling. Like the Tamiya kit the wing panels are scribed and Meng adds counter-sunk rivet
detail.

The kit does have some positive aspects; the drop tanks are designed so no sprue marks are visible and
glue actually isn’t required for a good fit. Meng offers cuffed Hamilton Standard and an uncuffed
Aeroproduct’s propeller. These were easily assembled after painting and a vast improvement over
Tamiya’s props.

Both the original and the Dallas main canopies are included and require that the center-molding seam be
sanded and polished out. As of this writing there are no canopy masks for the Meng kit, but I found that
Eduard’s mask for the Tamiya P-51D can used with a slight modification. The windscreen required minor
trimming to fit properly.
The kit provides a choice of two aircraft; a Fifteenth Air Force plane flown by Captain John Voll and a 9 th
Air Force bird flown by Captain Richard Turner. I elected to use Aeromaster sheet 48-226 Ninth and
Fifteenth Air Force Fighter Aces. Captain Freddie Ohr, the only Korean American ace in World War II,
flew the plane. The model was undercoated with Tamiya Gloss Black and painted with Alclad Aluminum
and White Aluminum Lacquers. The yellow tail and stripes were Tamiya Flat Yellow and Tamiya Flat Red
was used for the spinner and nose. I gave the finished model a wash with Flory water-soluble clay
washes.
The finished model looks very nice and I am still unclear as to whether the problems I had were selfinflicted rather than the kit’s fault. That being said, much of the engineering that went into making the kit
“cement free” was wasted and a simple and more efficient build would have been possible if Meng had
designed this as a conventional kit.

In
summary, the Meng kit does have some advantages and I have a second kit that I will be building soon
On the other hand, I’m not getting rid of my remaining Tamiya kits and of course Airfix and Eduard have
new kits on the horizon.

Marine Models USS Philadelphia 32 pounder
Carronade

Marine Models USS Philadelphia 32 pounder
Carronade. I won this kit (sight unseen) in an
auction with a high bid of $20. The kit is from
1947, a 70 year old unassembled wood and cast
metal kit. The base was a piece of plywood that
the instructions said to draw lines to simulate
deck planks. The bulwarks were were three
pieces of mahogany which also were to have
pencil lines to portray individual planks. Knowing
that this would not produce a quality
representation of a deck section, I raided my
scrap wood collection and found 5/32" x 1/32"
basswood and some 3/8" x 1/16" mahogany and
scratch built the deck and bulwarks. Two of the
8 cast metal pieces used for hanging the tools
were broken, so I made a RTV silicone mold of
two intact pieces and made cast resin duplicates
with dye added to the resin to make them match
the others. The cannon and its platform were
epoxied together and painted with Tamiya
gunmetal from a rattle can. All other metal parts
were painted flat black. The inside bulwarks
were painted a dark red custom mix of Testor
Acryl paints and the deck and bulwarks were
stained using Minwax Golden Oak & Rred
Mahogany. The scale ropes are from Syren Ship

Model Company. The handrail has no finish
other than being sanded down with
progressively finer sandpaper from 1,500 to
12,000 grit, giving it a nicely polished look and
feel.

If you'd like, here is a brief history of what
happened to the 2nd ship named USS
Philadelphia (1799-1804)

On February 16, 1804, under the cover of night
and in the guise of a ship in distress that had
lost all anchors in a storm and needed a place to
tie up, Intrepid was sailed by a volunteer
assaulting party of officers and men under
Lieutenant Stephen Decatur, Jr. next to
Philadelphia. The assault party boarded
Philadelphia, and after making sure that she was
not seaworthy, burned the ship where she lay in
Tripoli Harbor. Lord Horatio Nelson, known as a
man of action and bravery, is said to have called
this "the most bold and daring act of the
Age."[7][8]
During the First Barbary War Philadelphia
cruised off Tripoli until October 31, 1803, while
giving chase and firing upon a pirate ship she
ran aground on an uncharted reef two miles off
Tripoli Harbor. The Captain, William Bainbridge,
tried to refloat her, first laying the sails back, and
casting off three bow anchors and shifting the
guns rear-ward. But a strong wind and rising
waves drove her further aground. Next they
dumped many of her cannons, barrels of water,
and other heavy articles overboard in order to
make her lighter but this too failed. They then
sawed off the foremast in one last desperate
attempt to lighten her. All of these attempts
failed and Bainbridge, in order not to resupply
the pirates, ordered holes drilled in the ship's
bottom, gunpowder dampened, sheets set afire
and all other weapons thrown overboard before
surrendering. Her officers and men were made
slaves of the Pasha (or Bashaw).[6]
Philadelphia, which had been refloated by her
captors, was too great a prize to be allowed to
remain in the hands of the Tripolitanians, so a
decision was made to recapture or destroy her.
The U.S. had captured the Tripolitanian ketch
Mastico, renamed her Intrepid, and re-rigged the
ship with short masts and triangular sails to look
like a local ship.

Her anchor was returned to the United States on
April 7, 1871, when the Bashaw presented it to
the captain of the visiting Guerriere.

2430
Jul

EAA Air Venture
Oshkosh 2017

Wittman Regional
Airport,
Oshkosh, WI, USA

link

1820
Aug

Chicago Air & Water
Show

Lake Michigan
Lakefront,
Chicago, IL, USA

link

1920
Aug

Selfridge ANGB
Open House & Air
Show

Selfridge ANGB, Mt
Clemens, MI, USA

link

2627
Aug

Fly Iowa 2017

Ottumwa Regional
Airport,
Ottumwa, IA, USA

link

0204
Sep

Thunder Over
Michigan

Willow Run Airport,
Ypsilanti, MI, USA

link

0204
Sep

Cleveland National
Air Show

Burke Lakefront
Airport,
Cleveland, OH, USA

link

09
Sep

Osceola
Wheels &
Wings

L.O. Simenstad Municipal Airport,
Osceola, WI, USA

link

16 Sep

Air Force
Marathon
fly-over

Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH, USA

link

30 Sep / 01
Oct

Vermilion
Regional
Air Expo
2017

Vermilion Regional Airport,
Danville, IL, USA

link

30 Sep

Madison
Airport's
Riley
Memorial
Airshow

Madison Municipal Airport,
Madison, IN, USA

16 Sep

EAA
Warbirds
Oconto
Fly-in

J. Douglas Bake Memorial
Airport, Oconto, WI, USA

09-10 Sep

Indy Air
Expo 2017

Indianapolis Regional Airport,
Greenfield, IN, USA

link

09 Sep

Northern
Illinois
Airshow

Waukegan Regional Airport,
Waukegan, IL, USA

link

Vlado Lenoch 1953 – 2017
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